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NGfLCymru/WJEC ‘Language variation’ resources available on the resources website. 
http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=73  

 

 

http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=73
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There are a range of interactive activities focusing on different elements of language 
variation. 
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The online resource includes teacher notes, printable materials and worksheets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creative writing: boy (5 years and 9 months) 

Activity 1 

1. Read through the story and underline any use of language that shows the writer to be  
young.  
 

One sunny day I went fishing. I did’t cach a fish but a egg it 
was red it cracked open a baby dragon came out he was 
orange and it said I grant you 1 wish I wish to be a dragon 
and I did. We flyed all over the world and came down. We 
went to the sea side and went under the sea and saw fish and 
sea snakes Then we got out and eat some houses on the 
way home. I was eating my house. Snap snip bash crash. I 
stayed a dragon for ever I found a cave to live in. 
 

2. Explain what makes the examples you have picked out distinctive. 
 

Activity 2 

What are the reasons for the distinctive language features you have identified? Use the spider 
diagram to record your ideas. 
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AS Component 1  

Introducing genre: study questions (adapted from LG1, June 2015)  

TEXT A  

1. The text below is an extract from The Girls Empire: An Annual for English speaking 
Girls all over the World published in 1902. 

  

Analyse and evaluate the use of language in the extract as an example of an 
advisory text. 

In your response, you should explore: 

• the features that are typical of an advisory text 
• how language is used to present table tennis and its players.  

 
 

2. Make a list of 10 key linguistic features of advisory texts. Make sure you provide an 
appropriate example to illustrate each point you make.  

TEXT A 

Athletics for Girls: Ping-Pong Playing  
By Beatrice Lewis 

No foolish or worthless pastime, no mere amusement lacking in scope for the display of 
cleverness and individuality would ever attain the pinnacle of success to which ping-pong 
has undoubtedly climbed during the past year. There are various reasons besides the mere 
pleasure of the actual game which go to form active factors towards its triumph. 
   First and foremost amongst these must be counted the fact that the exercise of playing is 
exhilarating and beneficial above anything hitherto induced by an indoor game. Then, it is 
inexpensive and accessible to all classes and all means. Essentially a social pastime, it is 
equally suitable for afternoon and evening play, and can be enjoyed in any kind of dress. 
The only restriction I would lay down in this latter respect is with regard to the wearing of 
tight things, especially tight-fitting sleeves, which would certainly impede the play and 
distress the player. But since tight garments are harmful, under any conditions, it is scarcely 
a special exaction of ping-pong to demand their avoidance. 
   I should here like to say a few words to young girls on what I may call the ethics of game-
playing, and the position and importance that should be accorded to it in one’s daily life. It is 
a habit amongst many people to decry the playing of games as childish and to scoff at all 
signs of earnestness and enthusiasm expended upon them. “Oh, it’s only a game! How 
absurd to take it so seriously!” Now, this appears to be an entirely false spirit in which to 
enter upon any pursuit. 
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   Games, especially if they give scope for healthful exercise, hold a legitimate place in the 
lives of all young persons, and are therefore well worth entering into heartily. At the same 
time, it should never be forgotten that play must not be allowed to usurp the place or the time 
of work and duty. If the ardour for play leads to scamped lessons, to the scurried and untidy 
performance of the necessary needlework task, to a forgetfulness of mother’s instructions, or 
an ungracious manner in lightening her labours, and in rendering her thoughtful assistance 
in the household work, be sure that an ugly phase of selfishness is setting in which must be 
checked without delay. Pull yourself up, take yourself to task promptly and severely, and try 
to let duties and pleasures respectively find their proper level in the scheme of your daily life.  
   But, granted that your playtime is not allowed to encroach upon higher duties, let me beg 
you not to be ashamed to throw yourself thoroughly and heartily into the pastime of the 
moment. Use your brains, concentrate your attention, and do your best to excel. When it 
does not annoy me, it makes my heart ache to see young girls joining feebly and listlessly in 
pastimes and pleasures, instead of displaying a healthy and vigorous enthusiasm. It is my 
experience, and my sincere conviction, that thoroughness permeates the character in work 
and play alike, while a listless indifference destroys the moral fibre, and will prove a bar to 
success in all things small and great. Therefore, while you are playing, play with heart and 
soul, and do the very best you are capable of. 
   Ping-pong, like all other games, can be played prettily and gracefully, or the reverse – very 
much the reverse! It’s really as easy from the beginning to cultivate a graceful style as to 
flounder and fling oneself about with arms and legs going like a distracted windmill. Some 
girls contract an ugly habit of standing with the legs apart, back bent and elbows squared. 
Such a pose, together with a countenance engraved with a fierce and anxious glare, would 
render the prettiest of girls an unattractive spectacle. I do not mean to suggest that you 
should be for ever thinking of appearances, but a good carriage is very important and 
exercise loses more than half its value if carried on in an awkward and slovenly manner. 
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TEXT B 

 

1. The text below is an extract from a specialist website which sells table tennis tables 
and accessories. 

Analyse and evaluate the use of language in the extract as an example of a 
persuasive text. 

In your response, you should explore: 

• the features that are typical of a persuasive text 
• how language is used to describe table tennis.  

 
 

2. Make a list of 10 key linguistic features of advisory texts. Make sure you provide an 
appropriate example to illustrate each point you make. 

TEXT B 

 
The Health Benefits of Table Tennis 

Lose Weight & Get Fit With Table Tennis! 
Worldwide millions of people play table tennis, and with good reason. It is entertaining, fun, 
fast and has great health benefits as well. Because of the low risk of injury table tennis can 
be enjoyed by people of all ages and fitness levels. When played regularly it improves 
reflexes, hand-eye coordination and balance, while toning and strengthening the core 
muscles, upper and lower body. It’s great for working up a sweat and increasing your heart 
rate, thus helping to keep your heart strong and healthy. Not only is it a good cardiovascular 
exercise, it is also a great aerobic workout. When running about the table your heart rate 
increases and your body’s requirement for oxygen becomes much higher, therefore you 
breathe heavier, faster and deeper, which increases lung capacity in addition to how 
efficiently your lungs use oxygen. 
As well as being a fantastic physical work out, table tennis is also a great mental work out. 
You have to plan strategies and decide what spin to put on the ball, whilst trying to stay one 
step ahead of your opponent and react to the shots they are playing all at the same time. 
Decisions have to be made in split seconds, this increases concentration levels, short term 
memory and decision-making ability. All this mental exercise boosts hormone levels and 
keeps the brain young, which can slow the progress of cognitive decline that occurs with 
ageing. It is also a sport that is good for social bonding, with its friendly but competitive 
nature, it can be enjoyed at your local club where you can meet with new people and form 
lasting friendships. It can also be played at home as a great way to spend more quality time 
together and bring the family closer. 
Renowned physician, psychiatrist and brain imaging expert, Dr Daniel Amen, says 
that ‘Table Tennis is The World’s Best Brain Sport!’  
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The following was what Dr Amen had to say about table tennis: 
'You still may think that calling table tennis a sport is silly, but I think it is the best brain sport 
ever. It is highly aerobic, uses both the upper and lower body, is great for eye-hand 
coordination and reflexes, and causes you to use many different areas of the brain at once 
as you are tracking the ball, planning shots and strategies, and figuring out spins. 
It is like aerobic chess. Plus, table tennis causes very few head injuries. Table tennis, or 
Ping Pong, is the second most popular organized sport in the world. What is even more 
impressive is that it is the youngest of the world’s major sports. At the competitive level, 
players hit the ball in excess of 90 miles per hour across the table!' 
Ward off Alzheimer’s & assist in the treatment of Dementia! 
Numerous studies have found that table tennis activates various areas of the brain 
simultaneously. Incredibly, the game is now being recommended as a method of warding off 
Alzheimer's and for assisting in the treatment of dementia. 
Most notably, Dr Daniel Amen specifically points out that table tennis: 

• Increases concentration and alertness 
• Stimulates brain function 
• Develops tactical thinking skills 
• Develops hand / eye coordination 
• Provides aerobic exercise 
• Provides social and recreational interaction  
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TEXT C 

1. The text below is an extract from the Wikipedia entry for table tennis.  

Analyse and evaluate the use of language in the extract as an example of an 
informative text. 

In your response, you should explore: 

• the features that are typical of an informative text 
• how language is used to describe table tennis.  

 
 

2. Make a list of 10 key linguistic features of advisory texts. Make sure you provide an 
appropriate example to illustrate each point you make. 
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TEXT C 

 

History  
 

 
 
The sport originated in Victorian England, where it was played 
among the upper-class as an  after-dinner parlour game.[4][5] It 
had several different names, including 'whiff-whaff', and it has 
been suggested that makeshift versions of the game were 
developed by British military officers in India or South Africa, 
who brought it back with them.[6] A row of books was stood up 
along the center of the table as a net, two more books  
served as rackets and were used to continuously hit a golf-ball.[7][8] The name "ping-pong" was in 
wide use before British manufacturer J. Jaques & Son Ltd trademarked it in 1901. The name 
"ping-pong" then came to be used for the game played by the rather expensive Jaques's 
equipment, with other manufacturers calling it table tennis. A similar situation arose in the United 
States, where Jaques sold the rights to the "ping-pong" name to Parker Brothers. Parker 
Brothers then enforced their trademark for the term in the 1920s making the various associations 
change their names to "table tennis" instead of the more common, but trademarked, term.[9] 
 
The next major innovation was by James W. Gibb, a British enthusiast of table tennis, who 
discovered novelty celluloid balls on a trip to the US in 1901 and found them to be ideal for the 
game. This was followed by E.C. Goode who, in 1901, invented the modern version of the racket 
by fixing a sheet of pimpled, or stippled, rubber to the wooden blade. Table tennis was growing in 
popularity by 1901 to the extent that tournaments were being organized, books being written on 
the subject,[7] and an unofficial world championship was held in 1902. During the early 1900s, the 
game was banned in Russia because the rulers at the time believed that playing the game had 
an adverse effect on players' eyesight.[10] 
 
In 1921, the Table Tennis Association was founded in Britain, and the International Table Tennis 
Federation (ITTF) followed in 1926.[4][11] London hosted the first official World Championships in 
1926. In 1933, the United States Table Tennis Association, now called USA Table Tennis, was 
formed.[4][12] 
 
In the 1930s, Edgar Snow commented in Red Star Over China that the Communist forces in the 
Chinese Civil War had a "passion for the English game of table tennis" which he found 
"bizarre".[13] 
 
In the 1950s, paddles that used a rubber sheet combined with an underlying sponge layer 
changed the game dramatically,[4] introducing greater spin and speed.[14] These were introduced 
to Britain by sports goods manufacturer S.W. Hancock Ltd. The use of speed glue increased the 
spin and speed even further, resulting in changes to the equipment to "slow the game down". 
Table tennis was introduced as an Olympic sport at the Olympics in 1988.[15] 
 
 

Parker Brothers Ping-Pong game 
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TEXT D  

1. The text below is an extract from the commentary for a televised table tennis match.  

  

Analyse and evaluate the use of language in the extract as an example of a 
sports commentary. 

In your response, you should explore: 

• the features that are typical of a commentary 
• how language is used to present the game and its players.  

 
 

2. Make a list of 10 key linguistic features of commentaries. Make sure you provide an 
appropriate example to illustrate each point you make. 

TEXT D 

C: commentator    
   
C well we’re watching Williams serve (7) rally starting to build (.) forehand 

keeps the rally going precision play here that backhand will test his opponent 
(3) fantastic (.) he’s really piling on the pressure now it’s another point he 
just couldn’t handle that and it’s developing into a good lead magnificent play 
with that backhand a:::h he wanted that didn’t he he’ll be pleased with the 
point (5) the pressure is well and truly on now  and the rally’s starting to take 
shape (2) keeping that ball dancing on the table (.) where on earth is the 
point going to énd  

[text omitted] 
big swipe there and look at the speed on the ball wow this is a really long rally 

accel    over the net with the forehand (5) a:::h he loses the point he just simply    
  rall     wasn’t good enough there (6) well confidence is really starting to grow down  
  low on his knees reaching for the forehand (9) it’s another point for Williams  
accel can he start to really build a substantial lead now o:::h fires it with a smash  
   (5) serving for the match now (1) it’s a crucial point and that medal is there  
   waiting for him 
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KEY 

 (.)  micro pause 
 (7)  timed pause 
 precision words in bold show emphatic stress 
 build  raised pitch 
 énd  raised intonation 
 accel  speech that is getting faster (words underlined) 
   rall  speech that is getting slower (words underlined) 
 a:::h  stretched or prolonged speech 
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